Understanding the origins and evolution of human speech requires multidisciplinary approaches. One approach consists in investigating animals’ capacities for sound production. In particular, the function, ontogeny, mechanisms and flexibility of vocal production in other animals can shed light, by homology or analogy, on early stages of vocal production in the human lineage. Historically, comparative work has been performed on non-human primates or avian species. However, at least four other taxonomic groups show (i) greater phylogenetic proximity to humans than birds, and (ii) on average, more developed vocal production learning capacities than primates. These groups are pinnipeds (true seals, sea lions, fur seals, and walrus), bats, cetaceans, and elephants (Ralls et al., 1985; Janik & Slater, 2000; Reichmuth & Casey, 2014; Mathevon et al., 2017). Here we focus on pinnipeds and argue that, although this research lags decades behind avian and primate work, pinniped work has much to offer to understand the origins of human speech and music (Ravignani et al., 2016). In this contribution, we: (i) critically review available evidence on pinnipeds’ capacities for vocal learning and rhythm (Reichmuth & Casey, 2014; Ravignani et al., 2016), (ii) present longitudinal
data on vocal development in harbour seal pups, including a case study of spontaneous vocal mimicry (de Reus, 2017), (iii) discuss preliminary evidence on pinnipeds’ abilities for ‘turn-taking’ (Ravignani, in review), obtained from multitrack group recordings and playback experiments, and (iv) complement acoustic studies with anatomical findings on pinnipeds’ larynx and vocal tract (Ravignani et al., 2017). We show how acoustic features in seal vocalizations change with age and sex, suggest that seals time their calls based on a ‘selfish herd’ mechanism (Hamilton, 1971; Ravignani 2014), and argue for anatomical similarities between the human and harbour seal phonatory apparatus. Together, our findings suggest that pinnipeds’ abilities to produce sounds, and time them precisely, are more developed than previously surmised (Mathevon et al., 2017).
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